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I remember having many Lunar New
Year’s traditions.

As the kids in my family grew up, these traditions have dwindled.

Now with our Third year into the pandemic, New Year’s has never been lonelier.

HOW ARE WE CELEBRATING THE YEAR OF THE TIGER?
AUDREY NGUYEN

M

Art Director

ore than 2 billion people around
the world will celebrate the Year of
the Tiger.
While the ongoing pandemic has limited
travel and large family gatherings, Lunar
New Year has always been a family-filled
celeration. For Asian American immigrants, family and the Lunar New Year are
especially important.
The Vietnamese Student Association
celebrated the Lunar New Year, or Tet,
Feb. 1 with the Monopoly money and
bánh tét, a sticky rice cake filled with
mung paste and pork.
This was the first Lunar New Year celebration for the VSA, which started this
year.
Bau cua tôm cá (pear, crab, shrimp, fish)
is a traditional game played using three
dice and a mat. Players wager their lucky
money on the six characters pictured on
the mat and hold their bets by placing
money on the character’s photo. If the
dice rolls on the character you bet on, your
bet is matched by the house and you win
money.
The VSA used Monopoly money in lieu
of real money for the game.
With Paris by Night, a Vietnamese variety show, playing in the background
on YouTube, VSA member sophomore
Claire Luong said she enjoyed playing
bau cua tôm cá and sharing Vietnamese
culture with her peers.
“It was fun to connect with people other
than my family about Vietnamese culture,
and I especially like being able to play this
game (at school),” Luong said.
For co-president senior Jazzy Nguyen,
the Lunar New Year marks the fresh new
start which determines how the rest of the
year goes.
“For my family, the tradition is that however you spend the day of Lunar New Year
is how the rest of your year is going to pan
out,” said Nguyen, who is also the Bear
Witness co-editor-in-chief. “It's also a
day of community and being able to bond
with your family and talk to them.”
The celebration was sophomore Emily
Jo’s first time playing the traditional game,
which gave her some insight into Vietnamese culture, and taking risks.
“It was quite sad because I lost all my
money,” Jo said. “Beware of gambling! It's
a scary thing. I learned with fake money.”
For others, it's still not the same celebration as before the pandemic with crowds
of people, but with vaccinations and testing readily available, more are venturing
out to visit family.
Senior Julia Tran and her family said
she and her extended family would gather
at her grandmother’s house in traditional Vietnamese clothing called áo dài (ow
ya-ee) and share desserts such as pandan
cakes or coconut strips.
Afterward, they would exchange red envelopes of money and go to the Buddhist
temple to pray. She said that although
some of these traditions did remain, others had to be skipped for the pandemic.
“We’re lucky to all be vaccinated so we
can still have the same Lunar New Year’s
we’ve always had," Tran said.
Still, it doesn't feel like a "true" Tet for
her, since she's missing the crowds and
firecrackers at the Vietnamese-owned
Grand Century Mall and at the incense
and prayers at the temple.
Additional reporting by Makayla Wu and
Jiyoon Choi

THE VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION CELEBRATED WITH A
TRADITIONAL GAMBLING GAME CALLED BAU CUA TOM CA.

The Mandarin Club is
sending New Year’s letters
to Taiwan.
In Chinese cultures,
after receiving new year
wishes from the younger
generations, elder relatives give red envelopes
containing money called
hongbao in Mandarin, lai
see in Cantonese, or lì xì
in Vietnamese, from their
elders on 新年.

Food and firecrackers large
component of our fatmily
gatherings.

Korean cultures consume tteokguk, a rice cake soup topped
with eggs on 설날. The soup represents a clean start and
prosperity for the new year.

My Vietnamese family would
eat egg rolls along with a big
meal and light firecrackers
outside homes.
It's considered good luck to
leave debris for a week.

Despite the loneliness in the last couple
of years through the pandemic, we
are all connectedthrough our shared
traditions.

